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SECTION - A

Answer the following in a word. Each question carries 1 mark'

1. Name the theorist who put lonruard the concept of magical number seven' plus

on minus two.

2.Whodevelopedthetheoryotl6personalityfactors?
---^ t^.,

3. Give the name of the concept of learning where in we acquire new responses by

observin g others behaviou r.

4. which is the branch of psychology focussed on schools, teaching, educational-
{4x1=4)

issues and student concerns-

SECTION _ B

Answer any seven questions. Each carries 2 marks'

5. Self-actualization.

6. Reinforcement.

7. Short-term memory"

8. PersonalitY traits-

9. lnstincts,

P.T.O.
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10. Emotional intelligence"

11. Guna typology.

12. Creative thinking.

13. Structuralism.

14. lntrinsic motivation.
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SECTICN - C

Answer any four questions. Each carries 3 marks.

15. Explain how the levels ol processing model of nremory r)onceptualizes storaEte
of information ?

16. What are the chiel assumptions underlying Cannon-Bard theory of errrotion ?

17. Briefly mention the methods used by psychologists to study behaviour.

18. Describe how the big five theory of personality explain humatr behaviour'i'

19. Differentiate inductive and deductive reasoningl with suitable exatmples.

20. Explain the chief principles of classicalconditionlng. (4>13'=12)

SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries li marks.

21. Give an account of the humanistic theories of personality.

22. Explain the different types of motives governing human behaliour.

2g. Describe the major barriers to problem solvingr and mention the steps in effective
problem solving.

24. What do you mean by'nature versus nurture'controversy in the context of
intelligenie ? (2x5=10)


